RARE WINES
First produced in 1968, Sassicaia is now widely accepted as one of the worlds

Merlot Blend, Chateau Cheval Blanc, Saint-Emilion, Bordeaux,
France, 2006

greatest Cabernet Sauvignon wines

This warm and dry year was particularly favourable to Merlot. While it may not have

Cabernet Blend, Sassicaia, Tuscany, 2009

Cabernet Blend, Harlan Estate, The Maiden, Napa Valley, 2009
The maiden represents the second selection from the estate. It is a highly detailed
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the extraordinary concentration of 2005, 2006 Cheval Blanc is a rich, powerful wine
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When Bordeaux meets Napa, the Moueix did a fantastic job again in this incredible
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Rich and full mouth feel with the velvetiest tannins imaginable

Sauternes, Chateau Gilete, Crème de tete, Bordeaux, France 1970
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the region, 1997 might be a blockbuster vintage but the moueix are from Bordeaux
and one can feel that touch

great company to share it with

This very rare legendary wine is not about power, its about elegance, refinement,
pure fruit and rich, silky velvet drenched textures. Robert Parker described the 1997

First produced in 1983, this in now long been considered a benchmark producer in

2007 is one of the great vintages from the estate. No pairing required here, only

exceptional long finish

Cabernet Sauvignon, Screaming Eagle, Napa Valley 1997
1150

This grand cru combines power and excellence

A library release from perhaps the most famous sweet wine producer in the world.
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Petrus is Pomerol’s most important wine, medium to full bodied, velvety and rich

Only requirement is a bit of time to let it unfold in the glass

Sauternes, Chateau d’Yquem, Bordeaux, France 2007

Cabernet Sauvignon, Chateau Latour, Medoc, Bordeaux, France
2009

Merlot, Petrus, Pomerol, Bordeaux 1986

tanks (without any oxygen influence), this is incredibly freszh and vibrant for its age.

Cabernet Blend, Dominus, Napa Valley, California, 1997

soil, exposure and elevation, nearly 42 passes were made resulting in 30 distinct

One of the most monumental Latour’s ever made, full bodied but fresh, with an

A truly unique wine; 500 cases produced in a good year, aged for 20y in concrete

Pinot Noir, Claude Dugat, Charmes Chambertin Grand Cru, 2018
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Another stunning Cabernet project from Bill Harlan. Due to the complexity of the
vinifications to make the 2013 vintage

Napa vintage. Long, dense and yet defined

Merlot Blend, Chateau l’Evangile, Pomerol, Bordeaux, 2010

with ripe fruit aromas and is already showing well

Cabernet Blend, Promontory, Napa Valley, California, 2013

and sumptuous wine, remarkably faithful to the vineyards pedigree

Cabernet Blend, Dominus, Napa Valley, California, 2016
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vintage as the perfect wine, we’re just lucky to have found some
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